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Author Michele Phoenix (In Broken Places, The Edge of Tidal Pools) 
will leave you heartbroken, dismayed, and amazed as you come to the 
final pages in Of Stillness and Storm.  Aptly titled, but in an 
unexpected way, this is not your typical missionary story. It will move 
and trouble you—much like Barbara Kingsolver’s The Poisonwood 
Bible. 

Set in contemporary times, the characters take command of this story. 
Although, you would guess that the setting of Kathmandu, Nepal, 
would provide plenty in the way of obstacles to overcome. Rather, the 
obstacles are relational—and kept tightly to the chests of the three 
members of the Coventry family:  Sam, Lauren, and Ryan, their 
teenage son. They might have continued to slog forward in their silent 
dysfunction, led by the zealous surety of Sam that they were called 
and destined for this life of sacrifice, if not for the serendipitous (for 
Lauren) appearance on Facebook of her childhood best friend, Aiden. 
He unwittingly causes the family to come unglued—although granted, 
the glue was old and dry at best. 

Phoenix masterfully plays with the reader’s perspectives and emotions 
as the story unfolds.  We get glimpses into the beginnings of all the 
relationships. Which we think help make sense of why this missionary 
life isn’t working like it “should.” We want to cheer for Sam’s devotion, 
but then we see their life through Lauren’s eyes and start to resent 
him. We’re waving the flag for Lauren, but when her heart starts to 
divide, we are conflicted about her motives. We feel the angst of 
parenting a surly teenage boy. But when we start to truly see his pain, 
we want to believe in his right to happiness as well. 

The challenges of mission work and expat living are rarely what one 
signs up for. And the way Phoenix paints each family member’s style 



of coping is realistic and honest. In fact, the level of authenticity in this 
book is impressive. The thousands of men and women on the mission 
field who likewise endure similar suffering and sacrifice deserve our 
respect. 

The prose in this book is lovely, the images exquisitely crafted. The 
themes hit home—not always in a good way–in that she exposes the 
vulnerabilities that exist in all of us when our needs are not being met. 
And what happens when we chase after rainbows, other gods, or what 
might have been. 

Where to Buy 

Of Stillness and Storm is available on Amazon.com, Barnes and 
Noble.com, and on ChristianBooks.com 
 


